New erythrocyte and reticulocyte parameters on CELL-DYN Sapphire: analytical and preanalytical aspects.
Extended RBC and reticulocyte parameters are useful in diagnosing functional iron deficiency and various other clinical conditions. The newest software of the CELL-DYN Sapphire measures extended RBC and reticulocyte parameters. The aims of the present communication were to assess the analytical aspects of these parameters compared with the Siemens Advia 120 analyzer, to study the effect of sample aging and to briefly explore their clinical usefulness in patients with anemia. Blood samples were obtained from the routine workload of two hospital laboratories and were run on Siemens Advia and Abbott CELL-DYN Sapphire analyzers in parallel. Data analysis was performed using standard statistics. In total, 1416 patient samples were analyzed. There was close correlation in microcytic and macrocytic RBC (r(2) > 0.97) with small bias. The hypo- and hyperchromic RBC showed reasonable correlations, Advia 120 giving higher values. Reticulocyte MCV showed acceptable agreement, with significant proportional bias (Advia 8-9% higher). CELL-DYN Sapphire MCHr correlated rather well with Advia CHr (r(2) > 0.91) with significant absolute bias. Remarkably, the correlation data differed significantly between the two laboratories. It was found that aging of EDTA samples had significant effect on most of the RBC parameters. The new RBC parameters of CELL-DYN Sapphire generally correlated well with those of Advia 120, although significant systematic differences were present, particularly in reticulocyte MCH and MCV. These differences necessitate instrument-specific reference ranges and clinical decision values. To minimize preanalytical effects, these parameters should be measured in fresh blood samples.